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Abstract—Unfortunately, it has not yet been established fully the method how to analyze a log data set of learning histories obtained in an e-learning course. On the other hand, the researches in complex systems field report that patterns or regularities, such as power-law distribution, in higher or global level can be observed in many areas e.g., earthquakes, links between Web pages, sales result of books, etc. In this paper, we show that such an undisclosed macroscopic pattern or regularity in global level can emerge from the collective behaviors by learners in an e-learning course. We expect that such the patterns or regularities might be able to be employed as the useful information to understand learners’ behaviors well and to make efficient learning courses.

Index Terms—E-learning, power-law distribution, complex system, learning management system (LMS).

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s information-oriented society, e-learning becomes to play the indispensable role for education, learning, and training. One of the advantages of e-learning, especially for instructors and trainers, is that detailed data of learning history can be obtained easily under the e-leaning environments.

In many e-learning courses, computer software called Learning Management Systems (hereafter referred as LMS) is used when learning materials are broadcasted (e.g., [1]). LMS can collect and record learning history data, which is executed automatically with no effort of instructors [2].

Though a large numbers of learning history data obtained from a large number of learners potentially useful for e.g., making the e-leaning course effective, et al. The analysis of data does not proceed enough in many e-learning courses. One reason may be the difficulty of analyzing the data. The learning behaviors of only one learner can be complex to be understood. It is because his/her actions are decided with particular personality and are easy to be changed according to contexts.

It becomes more problematic when learning history data of many learners are obtained. Wide variety of behaviors by many learners may increase the difficulty of analysis. Moreover, huge amount of data, even if obtained with almost no effort by using LMS, make themselves difficult to be handled. It is because the amounts of data tend to hide which

data or feature is important. This difficulty is a common problem as data mining for a “big data” set.

On the other hand, an e-learning course can be understood as a complex system because, as explained fully in Section II-A, it has almost all of the eight key components of Complexity pointed out by Johnson [3]. From the viewpoint of the researches in complex systems field, a simple mechanism could emerge complex appearance. For example, [4], [5] reported that, through the simple mechanism, small differences among initial value sets can emerge wide variety of results.

As concerned with learning history data, there are some researches try to investigate a regularity or pattern in the higher or global level. For example, [2] is focuses on whether or not a power-law distribution is limiting distribution when a set of data on learning behaviors in an e-learning course is given.

If it is hopeful because, if the disclosed regularity can be explained the underlying simple mechanism, it could lead to an understanding how the variety of learners’ behaviors emerged. Thus, the knowledge might be acquired how the learning history data should be analyzed.

In this paper, we report that the same regularity as in [2] is observed again in the log data of learning history obtained in another e-learning course. We insist here that it can be an evidence that imply the macroscopic regularity, or pattern, in the higher or global level emerge from the corrective behaviors of a learner group in total.

II. PREMISE KNOWLEDGE

A. Complex Systems

Emergence is one of the research topics that attract attention of researchers in the field of complex systems (e.g., [6]). For example, under a self-organization process, complex structures at the higher level emerge solely from interactions among lower-level components without top-down controls or commands [7], [8].

Johnson pointed out that eight key components of a Complexity [3] as follows;

1) The system contains a collection of many interacting objects or “agents”.
2) These objects’ behavior is affected by memory or “feedback”.
3) The objects can adapt their strategies according to their history, thus agents has autonomy.
4) The system is typically “open”.

Then, he explains that the resulting system, i.e., complex system, will show the following behaviors as characteristics of Complexity;

1) The system appears to be “alive”, i.e., the adaptation of
agents shows as if the system is living.

2) The system exhibits emergent phenomena which are generally surprising, and may be extreme or unexpected results.

3) The emergent phenomena typically arise in the absence of any sort of “invisible hand” or central controller, i.e. the system is self-organized without a line of command.

4) The system shows a complicated mix of ordered and disordered behavior, i.e., dynamism or emergence of “pocket of orders” is observed.

Here, almost all the key components mentioned above are cases of an e-learning course. Learners can be regarded as agents with memories. They may interact and feedback each other. And if the evidence of the order or regularity is observed in learning behaviors, the learning course may be an example of complex system.

It is promising that the group of people may show some specific macroscopic patterns in global level, even though each individual acts in an unexpected way (e.g., [9], [10]). The reason is that we may be able to regard a learner as a simple element or agent, as pointed out in [3]. Thus, it is no need to take account of his/her peculiarity such as personality.

If the varieties of leaning history data result difficulties to analyze them as mentioned in the previous section, the simple description may be helpful and learning history data collected in an e-learning course become really useful. Also, the simple description may lead to deep understanding for learning behaviors itself. Additionally, a simple description of group overall can be lead to disclosure of processing rules that emerge global patterns.

B. Power-Law Distributions

Power-law distribution is a probability distribution. It is reported that the power-law distributions are observed frequently under the self-organizing process in various areas [11]. Thus, a power-law distribution may be understood as one of such global structures. Many researches of complex systems are interested in both observing and validating that the limiting distribution of given a certain data is the power-law (e.g., [12], [13]). Power-law distributions are reported to be observed in e.g., the field of Internet, the numbers of Web pages that have certain number links to other Web pages, that of physics, the times of earthquakes with a certain magnitude occurred, and that of book sales, the number of book that are sold a certain number of copies, etc. [9]-[14].

One of the characteristics of power-law distribution is that the distributions have fat tail compared to e.g., a normal distribution [10]. Under the power-law distributions, the results can vary widely as compared to the results under a normal distribution. Thus, rather rare cases can be observed more frequently. For example, about book sales of Amazon.com [15], there are large numbers of book titles that are sold only one copy in one year, as well as there is a few book titles that are million sellers, both of which can be understood as rare cases. This fact becomes very popular as long-tail phenomena [16].

Granovetter shows that wide variety of results, i.e., how many people join a riot, comes out a rather simple experimental setting of simulation [3]. In the process of self-organization, local interactions between elements with less or no intelligence can result complex structures with patterns or regularities. Such processes are researched on both real world phenomena and multi-agent simulations using computers (e.g., [5], [17]).

III. RESULT

The Graduate School of Comprehensive Human Sciences, University Tsukuba (hereafter referred as UT), one of the national universities in Japan, has been opening e-learning courses for these four years. The aim of courses is to develop staffs on special medical areas. The courses are prepared with partly support by MEXT, Japanese government.

We analyzed the log data of learning histories that are obtained in the e-learning courses by UT that is opened in the academic year of 2012. From April 12012 through March 30 2013, 235,769 learning histories were recorded in the LMS server. We aggregated them into 57,132 contents viewing actions performed by 258 learners. The reason our aggregation process was needed is that one viewing action was divided and recorded as several partial histories, because e.g., the HTTP session was disconnected and reconnected instantaneously, etc.

Unfortunately, the LMS system operated by UT does not record the results whether or not a learner watched a viewing content throughout, i.e., from the start of the content to the end of it. Therefore, we could not help dealing such rather inappropriate data as time-diff values.

Without the exception mentioned here, we plotted basically after the technique proposed in [2] (See Appendix A, for detailed explanation of the technique in Section IV). The result is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows the result of plotting each time-diff value and its ranking. The time-diff values are contained the viewing actions that a learner did not watch a viewing content throughout, as mentioned above.

Y-axis of Fig. 1 shows time-diff values in normal scale. The X-axis shows the ranking of each time-diff values in all observed values plotted in log scale. These settings are after the previous research (in [2]), although, in almost all of such cases, it is popular to plot the data points in log-log scale (e.g., [16]).

Fig. 1 shows that the plots are almost in linear, especially from about 10 to 500 values of X-axis. The result is just like the one reported in [2]. Therefore, exponential values of Y-axis, not values of Y-axis themselves, and X-axis values observed in the UT 2012 course may follow power-law distribution as well as the result in [2].
IV. DISCUSSION

The result shown in Section III is meaningful because two e-learning courses, operated by UT and Aoyama Gakuin University (hereafter referred as AGU) which was reported in [2], are different from each other, as shown in Table I (See [18] for detailed information about AGU course).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UT COURSE AND THAT OF AGU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property of learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate school students and paramedical staffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of registered learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental material for regular curriculum of Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim of course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fields of contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of viewing contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of viewing contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum length of a viewing content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The similarity shown in the result of two different courses can imply the macroscopic regularity or pattern in higher and global level. This regularity or pattern also can be emerged through some undisclosed mechanism that a learner group follows in total. The regularity of pattern means that time-diff values are scale-free and there is no typical value of time-diff (See [9] for more explanation). Thus, it is natural to observe an extreme large, or small, time-diff value. Therefore, it may worthwhile to examine the existence of such a pattern of regularity in more e-learning courses other than above two.

On the other hand, Fig. 1 shows that the plots of the UT 2012 course are quickly close to 0 of Y-axis, especially data that is larger than about 500-th in rankings, i.e., X-axis. The reason may be that the UT 2012 course data contains viewing actions which learners did not watch the whole part of contents, as mentioned in the previous section. It can lead to smaller values of time-diff.

Unfortunately, the smaller values of tiff-diff can lead to the fact that data points plotted in linear is not many, i.e., about hundreds points, in Fig. 1. This problem is expected to be solved soon in the future because of two reasons as follows. First, log data of learning histories have been recorded continuously after 2012 course. The data set with that of newly recorded is expected to be plotted in linear in wider range of X-axis than the result of Fig. 1. Second, as explained in the next section, the new LMS system has already started working, which is expected to provide higher quality data.

Moreover, the LMS operated by UT allowed that a learner watch several different viewing contents in parallel at a time. Such cases was occurred when e.g., a learner access from several different browser software on one computer, etc. Thus, we ignored such data as far as we noticed. This may cause the possibility that the final result is different from Fig. 1. However, we believe that difference is small and insignificant, because we focus on the tendency of global level that is less affected by the small changes of each value.

V. FUTURE WORKS

There remains several future works. As we insist in the previous section, researches of other e-learning courses than UT and AGU are indispensable. The reason and mechanism that emerge the result should be researched too. We also have to validate the adequateness of a power-law distribution as a limiting distribution fully, as well as we have to compare the results of two courses according to especially the gradients of two regression lines, etc.

Additionally, we have to consider how to use the result in order to make the learning course more effective, etc. The result may be useful information for effective learners support, i.e., mentoring under e-learning environments [19], [20].

About UT course, new LMS systems have already started working. The problem a learning action is divided and recorded as several histories is solved. Thus, the quality of data is expected to be higher, as well as the data handling process itself become simpler than ever. Moreover, it may be efficient to disconnect and reconnect HTTP sessions compulsary and automatically when some irregular access is detected.

In the previous section, we pointed out two problems on the LMS of UT. One of the problems is that LMS do not manage whether a learner watched a viewing content completely. Another problem is that a learner can watch viewing contents in parallel. These problems should also be solved in the future to obtain high quality data.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report that the same macroscopic pattern or regularity in global level as reported in [2] is observed among the data obtained in another e-learning course. We also insist that the pattern or regularity emerges through collective behaviors of a learners group in total.

In the research field of education and educational technology, the characteristic of learners or learners groups as complex systems is not fully researched yet. The approach of this research shows possibly the underlying relationship between education, educational technology, and complex systems. Moreover the result may lead to understanding of learners’ behaviors and might be able to be employed as the effective information to support learners efficiently, etc.

APPENDIX

A. Time-Diff Values

Fig. 2, originally published in [2], shows how to calculate time-diff values.

Reference [2] reported that, in seven courses they opened, participants pushed the play (start viewing) button 5,077 times in total and they finished watching each material throughout for the first time. There were 3,187 times out of 5,077 that participants pushed the button after more than the
average viewing time (about 15 minutes) when the participant had pushed the button last time. They referred to this time lag between sequential two button pushes as the time-diff.

Fig. 2. The calculation of time-diff values. Originally published in [2].

As we discussed in Section IV, in [2], they ignored the viewing histories that do not continue from the start of a content through the end of it. This is a difference between the time-diff values in this paper and that in [2].
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